# TIPS ON HIRING THE RIGHT TELEPHONIC INTERPRETATION VENDOR

## Step 1: Identify Your Language Requirements
Consider your language needs; project interpreter usage in minutes; develop a list of likely encountered target languages. Using this information, bargain for the level of services that best match agency need.

## Step 2: Issue a Request for Quotation (RFQ) Reflecting Language and Agency-Specific Needs
Solicit bids for services from state, local, or regional vendors. For federal agencies, see the GSA’s Language Services Schedule (Schedule 738 II). Require quality control plans, cost and availability schedules, staff training, regular vendor reporting, and detailed guidance on interpreter qualifications.

## Step 3: Require Written Proposals and Evaluate Them Prior to Live Testing
Assessing vendor quality is an essential component to hiring the right vendor. Requiring written proposals allow agencies to focus on quality concerns prior to live testing, and to narrow the field when written proposals fail to meet agency requirements.

## Step 4: Conduct a Live Test to Evaluate How Potential Vendors Perform During Agency-Specific Hypothetical Exercises
Live testing is essential to assessing vendor quality. Live testing demonstrates the quality, logistics, and suitability of vendors. Involve known language professionals in the live testing process, and craft effective agency-specific hypothetical scenarios to test vendors.

## Step 5: Select a Vendor Based on Both the Written Proposal and How the Vendor Performed During the Live Test
Consider written proposals, live testing, and prior agency experience with vendors in making a selection. Narrow the field by comparing live testing results. Prioritize merit over price whenever possible.

## Common Errors in Telephonic Interpretation
**Beware**

**What to look out for during live testing:**
- Inaccurate or inconsistent systems to accurately identify the language spoken by the LEP individual
- Unreasonably long wait times
- Unavailable languages (don’t only test for Spanish)
- Interpretation errors and inaccuracies
- Failure to convey the substance and tone of the entire conversation in English or the non-English language
- Use of old, outdated, or archaic terminology
- Lack of skill in the target language
- Inappropriate conversations with LEP individuals or intervening in the conversation

## Vendor Search Reminders
**Ensuring Vendor Capabilities**
- Require vendors to discuss how they identify languages
- Require vendors to commit to specific connection times and on-demand services, if necessary
- Require vendors to explain their system for quality control and/or quality assurance
- Require specific interpreter qualifications (e.g., certification, formal assessment, experience)
- Require vendors to provide clear training materials for agency staff and periodic reports on usage, by language and by office
- Require vendors to submit past performance reviews from other local, state, or federal agencies
- Require intermittent testing throughout the contract period
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For additional copies or technical assistance in language access matters, contact the Federal Coordination and Compliance Section at LEP@usdoj.gov
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